Angles Fear Where Man Treads
Written By
One Who Fears
After the fall of Bastille in 1789 Edmund Burke wrote a letter in 1790.
Published in 1790 the letter contained the phrase “Fools rush in where
angels fear to tread” which later became known as Edmund Burke’s
Reflections on the Revolution in Franc.

Whether man has existed on planet Earth for 10,000 years (per 56% of
Republicans), 400,000 years (according to science) or longer is not the
relevance that must be understood. Scripture provides that is was Satan that
approached and deceived Eve and as such many believe that the female
gender is subservient to the male gender. What if it was Satan that
approached Adam first, would it then be the male gender that should be
subservient to the female gender? With Satan be an outcast Angel of God for
failing to follow God’s law, would Satan know of which was an easier
target? Could it be said that Satan knew the frailties of man, regardless of
gender? So it may not matter which was approached first, male or female.

Man, even in modern time, treads a path that Angel’s know should not be
traveled. So is it that Angel’s fear where man is traveling? This writer does
not believe that Angels fear to tread, in the opposite, the Angels know what
man knows not.

Whereas an Angel of God knows the word of God, many a man has failed in
reading and hearing the word of God and further failed in applying the

learning. As such, religious leaders have to educate from the beginning. Do
this, do that, just like learning math, one has to begin somewhere. Stand, sit,
walk, run are directions easily understood and applied, for failure to follow,
one just might get hit by a runaway. Listening, learning and comprehending
can not be achieved without disciplining ones mind. Why man fails to listen
to the message of God, each must ask themselves as to why. One needs to be
able to adapt and overcome the desire of evil.

This writer has attended many a different religious service, it is not the
teaching of God that is confusing, it is learning the rules of the particular
church. Many will sit and not return, maybe because of embarrassment in
not knowing when to sit and stand. To reach adults that know how to use
crayons, process and procedures telling them when and how will assuredly
meet with resistance. When this resistance interferes with learning of God,
there is a problem that not even NASA could solve.

